
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
insurance claims specialist. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for insurance claims specialist

Assesses policy coverage for submitted claims and notifies the insured of any
issues
Plans and conducts investigations of claims (including such activities as
interviewing insureds, witnesses and claimants, collecting and evaluating
appropriate documentation and securing evidence and protecting the chain-
of-custody) to analyze and confirm coverage and to determine liability,
compensability and damages
Determines and documents, during the investigation process, the potential
for subrogation, identifying applicable tort feasors and promptly placing
them "on notice" of claim
May coordinate elements of litigation efforts, or assume direct responsibility
for select litigation efforts for development purposes, associated with
assigned claims to ensure a timely and cost-effective resolution
Establishes and maintains accurate reserves on all assigned files
Negotiate settlements all involved parties
Manages an inventory of property/casualty and disability claims
Produce reports as required related to claims and coverage
Assesses policy coverage for submitted workers compensation claims and
notifies the insured of any issues
Contacting customers and other parties (i.e.employer, claimants, third parties
such as medical providers, repair centres)

Example of Insurance Claims Specialist Job
Description
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Intermediate proficiency in MSP with the ability to run passport queries
Investigates new claims by reviewing first reports of loss and supporting
materials, determines the best first point of contact (claimants, customers,
witnesses, ) to gather information regarding injuries or loss
Makes effective use of loss management techniques
Investigates new claims by reviewing first reports of loss and supporting
materials to determine the best initial contact
Negotiates settlement within authority limits
Demonstrated work history and strong knowledge of the insurance claim
process for damaged tangible goods


